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Description: Did you say your Pen Broke? Oh no, how can you write your 

answer! Oh, you’re saying there’s a bird that looks like a swan but is really a duck 

standing on a street that rhymes with Pen Broke. Got it! Hey, that’s near Spring 

and Kingsport Drive.

Title: Just Ducky 

Neighborhood: Kingsport Villas  

Answer: 

Title: An Un-Can-ny Sunflower          

Neighborhood: Kingsport Villas   

Description: When you find the answer to the Just Ducky clues above, 

follow the same road as it curves north. You’ll find a flower that blooms all 

year round. It was made from something else, if you “CAN” believe it!

Title: House for Birds...or Butterflies?    

Neighborhood: Kingsport Villages

Description: As you curve north from Blackhawk Park watch for the cutest 

little bird house. Oh wait, maybe it’s a butterfly house because it looks like 

one is ready to head inside!

Title: Lawn Ornament Hall of Fame     

Neighborhood: Hopps Corner                 

Description: Near Mclean and just one block south of Sunbury, you’ll find 

the Mt. Rushmore of classic lawn decor waiting for you. A gathering of two 

pink birds and two little figures waiting for you with arms crossed.

Answer: 

Answer: 

Answer: 

Title: Patriotic Greeting 

Neighborhood: Kingsport Villas  

Description: Stay in the same neighborhood as the previous 2 clues. 

There’s a street that runs between them. When you leave you’ll be an “Exit-

er.” Before you go, look for the patriotic lawn flag. Can you spot the Mickey 

ears?

Answer: 
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Neighborhood: Concord Highlands   

Title: Disney Channel in 3D          

Description: My house faces Concord but my garage faces 

Hancock. Hmmm....that’s interesting. Bambi and Mickey would 

love to see you!

front yard.

Neighborhood: Village Center - East Side   

Title: Stone Mosaic      

Description: I’m more than decoration. I’m an entire house! In the earliest 

days of South Elgin, I was built with little stones, big stones and lots of 

patience! An angled street leading to the high school begins near my 

Answer: 

Answer: 

651 Concord Avenue

180 Main Street

Title: Rusty the Dog     

Neighborhood: Sugar Ridge   

Description: On a front porch halfway between Cobbler and Cornell (in a 

neighborhood that would make a dentist want to brush her teeth), there’s 

a little pup made of rusty parts who is probably great at fetching golf balls!

Answer: 1184 N Camden
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